ABSTRACT
This paper presents formal specification and verification of agent migration and communication in a mobile agent network. The specification has been written in $\pi$-calculus process algebra based on link mobility and verified by Mobility Workbench analysis. The model consists of the mobile agents placed at distributed nodes and a mobility management agent responsible for message handling. The specification is focused on remote communication of the agents while migrating through the network. The system has been verified by Workbench model checking features.
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1. Introduction
Multi-agent systems and especially the systems containing mobile and intelligent agents are promising paradigms for new generation networks that will offer full mobility of the users and services [1]. A mobile agent represents a user in a network that can migrate autonomously from node to node to perform some tasks on behalf of its user. Introduction of agent communication into the system reduces the processing time [2]. Communication of the agents allows co-operation and result-sharing between the agents operating simultaneously, and improves the overall system performance [3].

A typical communication protocol development process includes specification and design phase [4]. The bugs in final implementation appear either because of implementation or design errors. Implementation errors are easy to detect unlike design errors which are also expensive to correct as they require reverting to a design phase. It is, therefore, necessary to apply the techniques that detect errors at the early design phase. Some solutions to this problem are mathematically rigorous definitions in design. Such definitions are needed to specify the protocols and services, and to verify that the protocols fulfill their service [5, 6].

In a new generation network, where users and services are mobile, some entities change locations and connect to other different nodes at different points of time. Designing this kind of network where the entities are moving is more complicated than dealing with static environments. It is very important to formally define mobility of entities. Process algebras are a good choice for specification of concurrent and distributed systems. Over the past few years special attention has been paid to process algebras for defining mobile systems [7]. Calculi for specification of mobile processes are based either on mobility of the links or processes. The $\pi$-calculus, basic process algebra based on link mobility [8, 9], has been chosen in this paper as the language for formal specification of mobile processes implemented on the systems with mobile agents.

This paper elaborates on formal specification and verification of a mobile system called Mobile Agent Network (MAN) [2, 10]. MAN consists of a multi-agent system where the agents co-operate and communicate in a network that allows agent mobility. The system is verified with automated analysis of Mobility Workbench tool [11]. The paper is organized as follows: A multi-agent system with agent communication and a model of a mobile agent network are described in Section 2. Architecture of the model, some suppositions, as well as agent mobility and communication in the model are defined in Section 3. Section 4 elaborates on formal specification of a mobile agent network in $\pi$-calculus process algebra. The system is verified with a model checking features of Mobility Workbench tool in Section 5. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2. Agent Communication in a Mobile Agent Network
Agent concepts and mobile software agents have become a part of the system and service architecture of the new generation networks. Agent paradigm is a promising choice for network-centric applications because it is intrinsically communication- and co-operation oriented. Application areas include the use of the agents in operation and management of networks, systems and...
services. This is where agent's mobility offers important advantages because of the network load reduction, increased asynchrony between the communicating entities and higher concurrency.

Agent communication can be performed locally, at the same node, or remotely, between the agents placed at different nodes. Local agent communication is based on method invocation. Remote agent communication is based on message handling through the network. When an agent communicates with another one at a different node, it creates a message which is serialized, sent over the network, deserialized at a destination node and received by another agent. The message sent consists of three parameters \{sender, receiver, content\}, where sender is the name of an agent sending the message/creating a new agent, receiver is the name of an agent receiving the message/a newly created agent, and content is the result sent/set as an input parameter for execution continuation. Each agent has a unique name that corresponds to communication address name@hostname:port, where name is a unique expression for an agent within the domain, hostname is the name (IP address) of the node S where an agent is placed, and port is a port number of a node to which the messages are being sent and received [2].

Performance of agent communication requires defining agent addressing, type of message exchange (synchronized or not) and message receipt (explicit or implicit). Agent addressing can be handled directly between the agents, or indirectly, using a centralized entity (according to FIPA standard) [12]. The problem in agent addressing is defining an agent location. One of the solutions is to write the agent path, so that each agent has its home and care-of address. Writing the path can be implemented using a home server, forwarding pointers or broadcast address [13].

Agent communication specified in the paper is based on a remote agent communication. It comprises modeling of a centralized agent responsible for agent addressing and synchronous message exchange with explicit message receipt.

### 2.1 Model Description

A mobile agent network is represented by the triple \(\{A, S, N\}\), where \(A\) is a multi-agent system comprising cooperating and communicating mobile agents, \(S\) is a set of the processing nodes at which the agents perform services, and \(N\) is a network that connects the processing nodes and allows agent mobility. A multi-agent system, \(A\), consists of \(n\) communicating mobile agents:

\[
A = \{MA_1, \ldots, PA_k, \ldots, MA_n\}
\]

A multi-agent system resides in a network in which the agents perform the services requested by their users. It can be considered as a distributed system whose processing nodes communicate with each other over a communication network, \(N\). A set of the processing nodes is denoted as follows:

\[
S = \{S_1, \ldots, S_i, S_j, \ldots, S_{nc}\}
\]

Each node, \(S_i\), is characterized by a set of services, \(s(S_i)\), it provides. A mobile software agent, \(MA_k\), is defined by \(MA_k = \{name_k, address_k, service_k\}\), where \(name_k\) is a unique agent identification and \(address_k\) is its location and \(service_k\) functionality it provides. For \(MA_k\) hosted by the node \(S_i\) or directed towards it \(address_k = S_i\) and \(service_k \in S_i\).

Network \(N\) provides message exchange between the agents placed at distributed nodes. In order to provide agent communication, the model introduces mobility management agent (MM) responsible for agent addressing and message routing. MM is a stationary agent that comprises database of agents location, and during communication receives the messages from a sender in order to forward them to the receiving agent. All agent communications are provided and messages pass through MM agent. The principle of communication is based on FIPA standard provided by Agent Management System, AMS [12].

The specification is focused on a remote agent communication while the agents are moving through the network. In that case, the specification is based on changing message direction from the old agent location to the new one, a new node. Message transfer between two nodes is specified with a link between them, so that communication handover is shown as moving of the link from MM agent towards a new node.

The model of mobile agent network consists of the following processes:

- mobile agents \(MA_1, \ldots, PA_k, \ldots, MA_n\),
- network nodes \(S_1, \ldots, S_i, S_j, \ldots, S_{nc}\), and
- stationary agents responsible for mobility management \(MM_1 \ldots MM_m\).

The number of stationary agents MM in MAN depends on the number of home networks in the system. MM agent is responsible for a set of nodes that represents one home network and contains data about the agents placed at these nodes. From MM point of view, agent communication can be considered in two parts: incoming call, from calling the agent who starts communication and sends the messages to MM agent, and outgoing call, from MM agent towards the called agent who receives the messages.

### 3. Definition of Agent Mobility and Communication

The model of MAN is represented in Figure 1. MAN is specified in the process algebra \(\pi\)-calculus. As a related work, the handover specification in GSM network can be found in [14].

MAN model consists of two mobile agents, \(MA_1\) and \(MA_2\); one MM agent and four fully interconnected nodes. \(MA_1\) and \(MA_2\) are placed at different nodes (\(S_1\) and \(S_2\)) and all communication and messages are exchanged over MM agent. \(MA_1\) can migrate from \(S_1\) to \(S_2\) and back, and \(MA_2\) from \(S_2\) to \(S_4\) and back.
It is supposed that MA1 is a calling agent who initiates communication, and that MA2 is a called agent who receives the messages. During sending and receipt of the messages, the calling and called agents migrate from node to node, so that communication channel (link) has to be relocated (to a new node).

At the initial state communication has the following direction: MA1 – S1 – MM – S2 – MA2. If a called agent MA2 has migrated to node S4, communication is directed towards MA1 – S1 – MM – S4 – MA2. Then, in the case of MA1 migration, communication is routed towards MA1 – S3 – MM – S4 – MA2. Communication between the mobile agents can be divided into a calling part, PA1 – S1 (S3) – MM, and a called part, MM – S2 (S4) – PA2.

The model includes the input and output ports, send and receive. At send port new messages are generated. Receive port represents receipt of the messages. The system behaves as a buffer and all messages generated at send port should be received at receive port.

Figure 2 shows the initial state of the system. The link between the mobile agent and the node S represents position of the agent at that node. Initially, mobile agent MA1 is placed at S1 node, and MA2 at S2. S1 and S2 nodes are denoted as active nodes (S1a, S2a), and S3 and S4 as passive nodes (S1p, S2p).

MM agent is divided into an active MMa and a passive MMp part (Figure 3). The active part is responsible for messages receipt and connection with the active nodes in communication. The passive part includes the links with the nodes where mobile agents are not momentarily placed.

The system consists of four processes:

- mobility management agent MM;
- active nodes S1a and S2a that participate in communication;
- passive nodes S3p and S4p that do not participate in communication, and
- mobile agents MA1 and MA2.

During execution of the system, a calling agent MA1 sends the data or updates the location message to MM. During migration from S1 to S3, MM agent must remove the existing connection (incoming handover procedure) to receive the messages at a new location and forward them to the called agent MA2. In the case of MA2 migration, MM agent removes the link to a new node (outgoing handover procedure).

These procedures are specified formally in the $\pi$-calculus. Agent MM and passive nodes S1p and S2p form B part. Active node S1a with mobile agent MA1 forms A1 part, and active node S2a with MA2 forms A2 part. Links l1a and l2a connect MM with nodes S1a and S2a. Links l1p and l2p connect MM agent with passive nodes S1p and S2p. These links are fixed in the sense that their names cannot be sent as objects in communication and they are a part of the system.

Each node has a mobile link $m$ which represents location of a mobile agent. If an agent is placed on the node, mobile link $m$ connects these two processes. If a node does not have a mobile agent, mobile link $m$ is connected with MM agent. Because of the existing two mobile agents (MA1 and MA2) placed at different nodes (S1a, S2a),
two mobile links connect the active nodes and mobile agents, and two links connect passive nodes (S\textsubscript{1p}, S\textsubscript{2p}) with MM agent.

4. Formal Description

The procedures of mobile agent communication and migration are the following. MA\textsubscript{1} sends messages message to MA\textsubscript{2} over the active part of MM, MM\textsubscript{a}. MM\textsubscript{a} receives the messages at link l\textsubscript{a1} and forwards them to link l\textsubscript{a2} towards node S\textsubscript{2a} where destination agent MA\textsubscript{2} is placed. During communication each agent can start migration to another node. In that case a calling agent MA\textsubscript{1} sends an update location message, move_request. The system stops sending and receiving the messages and starts communication handover which is equal for the calling and the called agent. Handover starts when MM agent sends a move_command message to the mobile agent. Active part MM\textsubscript{a} needs to receive a new channel m\textsubscript{new} at link c. Two events are possible at this point: mobile agent can acknowledge the receipt of a move_command message by returning it or, if applicable, it can notify the error by sending move_fail message.

When MM receives a move_complete message the migration is completed and communication is directed to a new location. MM\textsubscript{a} sends a channel_release message and the old channel is received at l\textsubscript{a} and forwarded to link c as an archive. Active and passive links, l\textsubscript{a} and l\textsubscript{p}, exchange the roles and l\textsubscript{p} is connected with the active, and l\textsubscript{a} with the passive node.

If a move_fail message is received, MM\textsubscript{a} returns a new link m\textsubscript{new} to link c and goes to the initial state. In that case communication maintains the same direction and nodes do not exchange the roles. A decision as to whether agent migration and communication handover (move_accept or move_fail) are successful is modeled as a random event with identical possibilities.

Definition of a calling mobile agent is:

\[
\text{MA}_1(m_1) = \text{send} v. m_1 \text{message} \cdot m_l \text{v.} \text{MA}_1(m_1) + \text{move\_req} \cdot \text{MA}_1'(m_1)
\]

\[
\text{MA}_1'(m_1) = m_1(\text{move\_cmd} \Rightarrow m_1(m_1\text{new}) \cdot m_1\text{new} \cdot \text{move\_acc} \cdot \text{MA}_1(m_1\text{new}) + m_1 \text{move\_fail} \cdot \text{MA}_1(m_1))
\]

Mobile agent MA\textsubscript{1} generates the messages (send action) and sends them (message action) to MM agent (m\textsubscript{1} link). At any time point a calling agent MA\textsubscript{1} can initiate migration by stopping message delivery and starting migration of a move_request message (move_req action) to MM. After sending the request, MA\textsubscript{1} agent waits for the response from MM at link m\textsubscript{1} (move_cmd action). If migration is successful, MA\textsubscript{1} returns a move_accept message (move_acc action), or in case of failure sends a move_fail message (move_fail action).

Active node S\textsubscript{1a} receives the messages and forwards them to link l\textsubscript{1} towards MM agent. Besides data messages (message), S\textsubscript{1a} can receive a move_request message from MA\textsubscript{1} and forward the request to l\textsubscript{a1} link towards MM agent. After that, it waits for the message to start migration (move_cmd) at l\textsubscript{1} link from MM. In that case S\textsubscript{1a} forwards the message to mobile agent MA\textsubscript{1} and receives a message from MA\textsubscript{1}: either a move_fail message, if migration has failed or a channel_release message (ch_rel action), if migration has been successful. In the former case the old channel is released and a new one made active. Link m\textsubscript{1} is moved to a new location, the active node now being S\textsubscript{p}.

\[
S_{1a}(l_{a1}, m_1) = m_1(\text{message} \Rightarrow m_1(v) \cdot l_{a1} \text{message})
\]

\[
l_{a1} \cdot S_{1a}(l_{a1}, m_1)
\]

\[
S_{1a}'(l_{a1}, m_1) = m_1(\text{move\_cmd} \Rightarrow m_1(v) \cdot m_1 \text{move\_cmd} \cdot m_1(v) \cdot l_{a1}(\text{ch\_rel}) \cdot S_{1a}(l_{a1}, m_1))
\]

Passive node S\textsubscript{1p} receives a move_accept message if an agent wants to migrate to it. If migration is successful S\textsubscript{1p} sends a move_complete message (move_com action) to MM agent and S\textsubscript{1p} node becomes active. In that case, S\textsubscript{1a} and S\textsubscript{1p} change their roles in the system.

\[
S_{1p}(l_{p1}, m_1) = m_1(\text{move\_acc}) \cdot l_{p1} \text{move\_com} \cdot S_{1a}(l_{a1}, m_1)
\]

MM agent consists of two parts: active part MM\textsubscript{a} responsible for active links and nodes where the agents are placed (S\textsubscript{1a}, S\textsubscript{2a}), and MM\textsubscript{p} part responsible for the nodes where the agents do not exist. MM\textsubscript{a} agent forwards the messages received from the calling agent MA\textsubscript{1} (link l\textsubscript{a1}) to link l\textsubscript{a2} towards the called agent MA\textsubscript{2}. After receiving a move_request message from MA\textsubscript{1}, migration procedure starts, and MM\textsubscript{a} agent sends a move_command message together with the new channel m\textsubscript{new}. Then MM\textsubscript{a} agent receives either a message confirming successful performance of migration (move_com action) or a move_fail message informing about failed migration. Having received a move_complete message, MM\textsubscript{a} agent releases the connection with the old node (ch_rel action), and active node becomes S\textsubscript{1p}. MM\textsubscript{a} agent also starts migration for the called agent MA\textsubscript{2} by sending a move_command message to link l\textsubscript{a2}. The procedure for the called and calling agent is identical.

\[
\text{MM}_a(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c) =
\]

\[
l_{a1}(\text{message} \Rightarrow l_{a1}(v) \cdot \text{out} v. l_{a2} \text{v.} \cdot \text{MM}_a(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c),
\]

\[
l_{a1}(\text{move\_req}) c(m_{\text{new}}) \cdot l_{a1} \text{move\_cm}
\]

\[
d \cdot l_{a1} m_{\text{new}}(l_{p1}(\text{move\_com}) \cdot l_{a1} \text{ch\_rel}
\]

\[
l_{a1} m_{\text{old}} \text{MM}_a(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c)
\]
\[ l_{p2}, c) + l_{a1}[\text{move\_fail}] \bar{c} m_{\text{old}}. \\
\text{MM}_i(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c), \]
\[ c(m_{\text{new}}). \bar{a} 2 \text{move\_cmd.} \]
\[ \text{ll}_1 m_{\text{new}}(l_{p2}[\text{move\_com}]. \bar{a} 2 \text{ch\_rel}. l_a \]
\[ \tau(m_{\text{old}}). c m_{\text{old}}. \text{MM}_i(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c) \]
\[ + l_{a2}[\text{move\_fail}] \bar{c} m_{\text{old}}. \text{MM}_i(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c) \]
\[ \text{MM}_i(c, m_1, m_2) = \bar{c} m_1. c(m_1). \text{MM}_i(c, m_1, m_2) + \bar{c} m_2. c(m_2). \text{MM}_i(c, m_1, m_2) \]
\[ \text{MM}(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, m_1, m_2) \equiv (c)(\text{MM}_i(c, m_1, m_2) | \text{MM}_i(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, m_1, m_2)) \]

Active and passive nodes on the called side, \(S_{a2}\) and \(S_{p2}\), have the same role as on the calling side, and the specification is not additionally explained..

\[ S_{a2}(l_{a2}, m_2) = l_{a2}: [\text{message} \Rightarrow l_{a2}(v). m 2 v. S_{a2}(l_{a2}, m_2), \]
\[ \text{move\_cmd} \Rightarrow l_{a2} (v). m 2 \text{move\_cmd.} m 2 v. \]
\[ (l_{a2}[\text{ch\_rel}]. \bar{a} 2 m. S_{a2}(l_{p2}, m_2) + m[\text{move\_fail}]. \bar{a} 2 \text{move\_fail.} S_{a2}(l_{a2}, m_2))] \]

The called agent \(MA_2\) either receives the messages (receive action) from the calling agent \(MA_1\) or migrates to a new node. In the case of migration \(MA_2\) receives a move\_command and sends back either a move\_accept or a move\_fail message.

\[ MA_2(m_2) = m[\text{message} \Rightarrow m(v). \text{receive}(v). MA_2(m_2)] \]
\[ \text{move\_cmd} \Rightarrow m(m_{\text{new}}). (m new \text{move\_acc.} MA_2(m_{\text{new}}) + m \text{move\_fail.} MA_2(m_2))] \]

Formal specification of MAN system (System) consists of a parallel composition of defined processes.

\[ B(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}) \equiv (m_1)(m_2)(\text{MM}_i(l_{a1}, l_{a2}, l_{p1}, l_{p2}, c) | S_{b}(l_{p1}, m_1) | S_{a2}(l_{p2}, m_2)) \]
\[ A_1(l_{a1}) \equiv (m_1)(S_{a1}(l_{a1}, m_1) | MA_1(m_1)) \]
\[ A_2(l_{a2}) \equiv (m_2)(S_{a2}(l_{a2}, m_2) | MA_2(m_2)) \]

5. Automated Verification

Automated verification of the system is done by Mobility Workbench tool (MWB) [11]. MWB is capable of designing and verification of the mobile concurrent systems defined in the π-calculus process algebra. An example of the automated analysis of a handover protocol for a mobile telephone system can be found in [15]. Verification of MAN system comprises the incoming and outgoing part of agent communication. It is needed to observe the system from outside viewpoint, so external actions are taken into consideration. For the incoming part of communication the mobile agent generates messages (external action send) towards the mobility management agent (in action). In the outgoing part MM agent forwards the messages (out action) and the called agent receives them (external action receive).

The system is defined as a buffer which generates messages at port send (calling agent) and forwards them through MM agent (in, out) to port receive (called agent).

Each process of the system (mobile agent MA, mobility management agent MM and node S) includes at most one message in one time interval, so that calling and called parts can include maximum three messages each. Agent migration is specified as a random event, so both successful and unsuccessful migrations have the same possibility.

Agent migration and communication handover are presented as an internal action for the system. With the start of a calling agent migration, all messages in the system must be delivered to MM agent on port in before a new message is generated and sent to MM.

Based on a defined proposal, the expected behaviour of the calling part of communication is the following:

\[ MAN_{i0} = \text{send} v. MAN_{i2}(v) + \text{move}(\text{req}). \tau. MAN_{i0} \]
\[ MAN_{i0}(v_1) = \text{send} v. MAN_{i2}(v_1, v) + \text{in}(v_1). MAN_{i0} + \text{move(\text{req}).\tau.\text{in}(v_1)}.MAN_{i0} \]
\[ MAN_{i2}(v_1, v_2) = \text{send} v.MAN_{i3}(v_1, v_2, v) + \text{in}(v_1). MAN_{i0} \]
\[ MAN_{i0}(v_1, v_2, v_3) = \text{in}(v_1). MAN_{i2}(v_2, v_3) \]

\(MAN_{i0}\) for \(j \in \{0,1,2,3\}\) corresponds to the buffer which includes \(j\) messages. The messages are the parameters \(v_1, v_2\) and \(v_3\). Each \(MAN_{i0}\) where \(j < 3\) goes to \(MAN_{i1}+1\), generating a new message at the send port. For each \(MAN_{i0}\), \(j > 0\) there is \(MAN_{i1}\) after receiving the message at in port. For each \(MAN_{i0}\), \(j < 3\) after performing the internal action \(\tau\) and action in, the system goes to the initial state.

The calling part of MAN system includes three one–side buffers. At the initial state the system is empty (\(MAN_{i0}\)). \(MA_1\) can start either generating and sending the messages (send) or a migration procedure (move). If sending messages, the system accepts the first message and goes to state \(MAN_{i1}\) in which it includes exactly one message. If starting migration procedure, the system goes to the initial state, \(MAN_{i0}\), at which it can accept a new message (then goes to state \(MAN_{i2}\)), forward the existing one or start migration (move). The last event requires
disconnection from the old node and performance of several internal actions.
At the state MAN₀ the system includes two messages. It
\textit{can} generate a new message, start migration (by forwarding two existing messages) or forward the first
message received. At the state MAN₁, the system is full,
includes three messages and can only forward the message.
A called part of MAN system behaves very similarly. It
also corresponds with buffer which includes maximum
messages (three one-side buffers). The difference is only
in migration request which is initiated by MM agent. At
the initial state (MAN₀₀) the system is empty. Then, MM
agent can start either forwarding the received messages
(out action) or migration of the called agent. If the system
is full, MAN₀₃, it includes three messages and can only
receive a message. When a called agent migration starts,
all messages in the system must be delivered to it on port
receive before a new message is sent to port out.

\[
\begin{align*}
\text{MAN}_0 &= \text{out} \cdot \text{MAN}_1(v) + \tau \cdot \text{MAN}_0 \\
\text{MAN}_1(v) &= \text{out} \cdot \text{MAN}_2(v_1, v) + \text{receive}(v_1). \\
\text{MAN}_0 + \tau \cdot \text{receive}(v_1). \\
\text{MAN}_2(v_1, v_2) &= \text{out} \cdot \text{MAN}_3(v_1, v_2, v) + \text{receive}(v_1). \\
\text{MAN}_3(v_1, v_2, v_3) &= \text{receive}(v_1). \cdot \text{MAN}_2(v_2, v_3).
\end{align*}
\]

Verification of the system is done by Mobility
Workbench tool. Model checking of the system
specification (System) with desired behavior of the
system (MAN) is done applying weak open bisimulation
with distinctions command (wqd). After starting the
command, bisimulation found by MWB has 728 tupses
for the incoming part and 323 tuples for the outgoing part
of communication.

\section{6. Conclusion}
Formal specification and verification of a mobile agent
migration and communication in a mobile agent network
are reported. The specification is written in the \(\pi\)-calculus
process algebra and verification is done by using model
checking feature of the Mobility Workbench. The model
consists of a multi-agent system whose agents communicate in
a network allowing agent mobility. Specification is focused on agents communication while
they migrate through the network. Special attention is
paid to specifying mobility management agent responsible for
agent addressing and message handling. The system is verified by the automated analysis of Mobility
Workbench tool.
The system design has constant interaction between
modeling and verification phases. Therefore, in reality,
the border between these two phases does not exist.

Further studies will include modeling of more complex
systems with more mobile agents and nodes.
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